Abstract. Based on our previous work on truly concurrent process algebra, we use it to unify quantum and classical computing for open and closed quantum systems. This resulted algebra can be used to verify the behaviors of quantum and classical computing mixed systems, with a flavor of true concurrency.
Introduction
There are many quantum and classical computing mixed systems, such as most quantum communication protocols. Their verifications need formal tools. We established process algebras [2] [4] several years ago to unifying quantum and classical computing, which is based on an interleaving process algebra -ACP and probabilistic ACP [3] .
We also did some work on truly concurrent process algebra, and formed APTC [1] . So, it is natural for us to use APTC to unify quantum and classical computing. Yes, we use APTC to unify quantum and classical computing with a truly concurrent flavor. This paper is organized as follows. We do not give any preliminaries on quantum mechanics, process algebra and probabilistic process algebra, APTC, and the original process algebras to unifying quantum and classical computing, please refer to [3] , [1] and [2] [4] for details. In section 2, we introduce the basic truly concurrent process algebra for open quantum systems. In section 3, we discuss APTC for open quantum systems. We discuss recursion and abstraction in section 4 and 5. We introduce probabilistically truly concurrent process algebra to unifying quantum and classical computing for closed quantum systems in section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 7. Table 1 . Single event transition rules of BAT C 
BATC for Open Quantum Systems
In the following, let e 1 , e 2 , e ′ 1 , e ′ 2 ∈ E, E is the quantum operation event structure, and let variables x, y, z range over the set of terms for true concurrency, p, q, s range over the set of closed terms.
Remember that the operational transition rules are defined by quantum process configuration ⟨p, ̺⟩, p is a process, and ̺ specifies the current state of the open quantum system. Then the operational transition rules of ⋅ and + are defined in Table 1 .
The axioms are shown in Table 2 .
The following conclusions can be proven similarly to BATC [1] . The difference is that it is not only needed to verify the truly concurrent bisimilarities between two processes, but also check if the two quantum states to be equal for a sense of quantum mechanics. Theorem 2.1 (Soundness of BATC for open quantum systems modulo truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let x and y be BATC terms. If BAT C ⊢ x = y,
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ p ⟨y, ̺⟩;
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ s ⟨y, ̺⟩;
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ hp ⟨y, ̺⟩;
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ hhp ⟨y, ̺⟩. . Let p and q be closed BATC terms,
APTC for Open Quantum Systems
BATC for open quantum systems is quite trivial, just needs to modify the process p to the quantum process configuration ⟨p, ̺⟩. But APTC for open quantum systems is quite different. Because in APTC, the parallel operator ∥ is a fundamental operator, which means that e 1 ∥ e 2 may execute simultaneously. Table 3 . Transition rules of parallel operator Table 4 . Axioms of APTC
→ ⟨y
the situation for open quantum systems, it is needed to distinguish whether the quantum operations e 1 , e 2 operate the same quantum variables or not. If they operate the same variables, which is called they in race condition, denoted %(e 1 , e 2 ), they must execute serially. If not, they can execute simultaneously. We give the operational transition rules of parallel operator ∥ as Table 8 shows, and omitted the transition rules of other operators, for they only need to modify the process p to the quantum process configuration ⟨p, ̺⟩. Note that, the communication actions in communication merge are not quantum operations, they are classical events or actions.
The axioms are shown in Table 4 .
The following conclusions can be proven similarly to APTC. The difference is that it is not only needed to verify the truly concurrent bisimilarities between two processes, but also check if the two quantum states to be equal for a sense of quantum mechanics. . Let p and q be closed APTC terms, 
Recursion
The recursion of APTC for open quantum systems is almost the same to that of APTC. The only difference is that in guarded recursive equations, the guard may be inhomogeneous, because the existence of race conditions. we will not repeat the recursive theory.
Abstraction
To make τ keep silent, the definition of ̺ must be changed to the states of public observable quantum variables. Then the theory of abstraction of APTC for open quantum systems is the same to that of APTC, and we do not repeat any more.
Probabilistically Truly Concurrent Process Algebra to Unifying Quantum and Classical Computing for Closed Systems

Probabilistically Truly Concurrent Process Algebra
In this subsection, we extend probability into truly concurrent process algebra APTC [1] . We retype the axioms as Table 5 shows and we omit the action and probabilistic transition rules of the operators ⋅, +, ⊞ π and Π n .
The following conclusions can be proven similarly to BATC [1] .
Theorem 6.1 (Soundness of BATC with probability modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let x and y be BATC with probability terms. If BAT C with probability ⊢ x = y,
• then x ∼ pp y;
• then x ∼ ps y;
• then x ∼ php y;
• then x ∼ phhp y.
Theorem 6.2 (Completeness of BATC with probability modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let p and q be closed BATC with probability terms, Table 6 . Axioms of APTC with probability
• if x ∼ ps y then p = q;
• if x ∼ php y then p = q;
• if x ∼ phhp y then p = q.
We give the axioms of APTC with probability as Table 6 shows, and we omit the action and probabilistic transition rules of operator ≬, ∥, , Θ, ◁, and ∂ H .
The following conclusions can be proven similarly to APTC [1] . Table 7 . Axioms of abstraction with probability Theorem 6.3 (Soundness of APTC with probability modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let x and y be APTC with probability terms. If APTC with probability ⊢ x = y,
• then x ∼ php y.
Theorem 6.4 (Completeness of APTC with probability modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let p and q be closed APTC with probability terms,
We give the axioms of abstraction in APTC with probability as Table 7 shows, and we omit the action and probabilistic transition rules of the constant silent step τ and abstraction operator τ I .
To abstract away internal cycle (zero probability for infinite τ sequences), the following set of probabilistic verification rules P V R n with n ≥ 1 for fairness are defined.
where
Theorem 6.5 (Soundness of abstraction in APTC with probability modulo probabilistically rooted branching truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let x and y be APTC with probability terms. If abstraction in APTC with probability ⊢ x = y,
• then x ≈ prbp y;
• then x ≈ prbs y;
• then x ≈ prbhp y.
Probabilistically Truly Concurrent Process Algebra to Unifying Quantum and Classical Computing for Closed Systems
The following conclusions can be proven similarly to BATC with probability [?] . The difference is that it is not only needed to verify the probabilistically truly concurrent bisimilarities between two processes, but also check if the two quantum states to be equal for a sense of quantum mechanics.
Theorem 6.6 (Soundness of BATC with probability for closed quantum systems modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let x and y be BATC with probability for closed quantum systems terms. If BATC with probability for closed quantum systems ⊢ x = y,
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ pp ⟨y, ̺⟩;
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ ps ⟨y, ̺⟩;
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ php ⟨y, ̺⟩;
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ phhp ⟨y, ̺⟩.
Theorem 6.7 (Completeness of BATC with probability for closed quantum systems modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let p and q be closed BATC with probability for closed quantum systems terms,
BATC with probability for closed quantum systems is quite trivial, just needs to modify the process p to the quantum process configuration ⟨p, ̺⟩. But APTC with probability for closed quantum systems is quite different. Because in APTC with probability, the parallel operator ∥ is a fundamental operator, which means that a ∥ b may execute simultaneously. To solve the situation for closed quantum systems, it is needed to distinguish whether the quantum operations a, b operate the same quantum variables or not. If they operate the same variables, which is called they in race condition, denoted %(a, b), they must execute serially. If not, they can execute simultaneously. We give the action operational transition rules of parallel operator ∥ as Table 8 shows, and the probabilistically operational transition rules for parallel operator ∥ as Table 9 and omitted the transition rules of other operators, for they only need to modify the process p to the quantum process configuration ⟨p, ̺⟩. Note that, the communication actions in communication merge are not unitary operators, they are classical events or actions.
The following axioms should be added to the axioms of APTC with probability as Table 10 shows.
The following conclusions can be proven similarly to APTC with probability. The difference is that it is not only needed to verify the probabilistically truly concurrent bisimilarities between two processes, but also check if the two quantum states to be equal for a sense of quantum mechanics.
Theorem 6.8 (Soundness of APTC with probability for closed quantum systems modulo probabilistically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let x and y be APTC with probability for closed quantum systems terms. If APTC with probability for closed quantum systems ⊢ x = y,
• then ⟨x, ̺⟩ ∼ php ⟨y, ̺⟩; Theorem 6.9 (Completeness of APTC with probability for closed quantum systems modulo probabilisitically truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences). Let p and q be closed APTC with probability for closed quantum systems terms, Table 9 . Probabilistic transition rules of parallel operator ∥
• if ⟨p, ̺⟩ ∼ pp ⟨q, ̺⟩ then p = q;
• if ⟨p, ̺⟩ ∼ ps ⟨q, ̺⟩ then p = q;
• if ⟨p, ̺⟩ ∼ php ⟨q, ̺⟩ then p = q;
The recursion of APTC with probability for closed quantum systems is almost the same to that of APTC with probability. The only difference is that in guarded recursive equations, the guard may be inhomogeneous, because the existence of race conditions. we will not repeat the recursive theory.
To make τ keep silent, the definition of ̺ must be changed to the states of public observable quantum variables. Then the theory of abstraction of APTC with probability for closed quantum systems is the same to that of APTC with probability, and we do not repeat any more.
No.
Axiom CM 11 a ∥ y = a ⋅ y (%(a, y)) CM 12 (a ⋅ x) ∥ y = a ⋅ (x ≬ y) (%(a, y)) Table 10 . Axioms of APTC with probability for closed quantum systems
Conclusions
By extending E to include classical events or actions (which do not affect the quantum states ̺), the algebras can unify quantum and classical computing. The algebras can be used to verify the behaviors of quantum and classical computing mixed systems, such as most quantum communication protocols.
